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CORK 
TOTES

 

Cute open top or zipper top 
bag in two sizes. 

Six pockets on the inside keep 
everything organized. 

Directions given are for non-
directional cork fabric. 

Fabric with a directional print may require more fabric (see below)

MATERIALS
FABRIC    Large          Small
CORK FABRIC Outside (use good quality cork fabric, avoid cork that feels like thick paper)

Bag Body, Sashing              18” x 23”  15” x 23”
 

Note: If using directional print cork fabric, you need enough to cut the following
  2 rectangles       10” tall x 18” wide        10” tall x 15” wide
  2 strips        10” tall x 1¼” wide       10” tall x 1¼” wide

Samples made from cork fabric available on Etsy at frameyourbag
 

FABRIC B Inside (non-directional cotton fabric) 
Bag Body Lining, Sashing, Pockets ⅝ yard     ⅝ yard

FABRIC C Coordinating Fabric (non-directional cotton fabric)
Handles, Bottom, Binding, Bows, Tabs ¾ yard        ⅝ yard   

If using one fabric for B & C (front cover open top sample) - add fabric requirements together

INTERFACING 
Bag Body:  Bosal’s IN-R-FORM PLUS  a double-sided fusible foam interfacing
       18”x 58” will make both large and small bags
 

Bottoms:   Bosal’s CRAFTEX PLUS a stiff double-sided fusible interfacing  
             ½ yard x 20” wide for each bag 
OR Bosal’s pre-cut CrafTex Plus Cork Tote Bag Bottoms Item # CT-S or CT-L

  

ZIPPER:    24” Handbag Zipper with a wide zipper tape and double 
slides (opens on both ways). Zipper will be cut down to size. 
MATCHING COTTON THREAD  50 weight to match fabrics AND, for hand 
sewing, 12 weight cotton thread, by Aurifil or Sulky, matching Fabric C

Other Tools: Sewing Machine, walking foot, sewing machine needles Microtex 90/14. 
Steam iron. Parchment paper or Teflon sheet. Scissors (both large 
and small), pins, Clover Wonder clips, paper, rotary mat, 60mm 
rotary cutter, acrylic rulers, chalk or Frixion pen, seam ripper, pro-
tractor or other circle drawing ruler, paper, Milliner’s size 5 hand 
sewing needles, measuring tape. Template plastic optional.

Printed in Farmington, ME by Franklin Printing


